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1

What is Generative Grammar about?

1.1

Generative Grammars are explicit grammars

(1)

A generative grammar is an explicit grammar. Traditional grammars
usually are not at all explicit. In fact they assume a lot of the reader’s
own intuitions: that the reader will be able to fill in the pattern correctly.

1.1.1

Case Study: Anaphors and Pronouns in English

(2)

a. *I kicked me.
b. You kicked me.
c. He kicked me.

(3)

a. I kicked you.
b. *You kicked you.
c. He kicked you.

(4)

a. I kicked myself.
b. *You kicked myself.
c. *He kicked myself.

(5)

a. *I kicked yourself.
b. You kicked yourself.
c. *He kicked yourself.

The notation with the asterisk (*) used here is standard in linguistics. A sentence with an asterisk at the beginning is considered to be unacceptable by
native speakers.1
We see that pronouns and anaphors are in complementary distribution.
(6)

a.
b.
c.

I kicked him.
You kicked him.
Hei kicked himk .

1 There is another use in historical linguistics, where forms marked with the asterisk are
reconstructed historical forms.
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d. *Hei kicked himi .
(7)

a. *I kicked himself.
b. *You kicked himself.
c. Hei kicked himselfi .
d. *Hei kicked himselfk .

The notation with the subscripts (i and k) indicates reference. Two linguistic
items that have the same index refer to the same thing. Two linguistic items
that have different indices refer to different things.
(8)

a. Marki says that Sally dislikes himi .
b. *Marki says that Sally dislikes himselfi .

(9)

a. Maryi wishes that everyone would praise heri .
b. *Maryi wishes that everyone would praise herselfi .

(10)

a. Mary introduced the clowni to himselfi .
b. *Mary introduced himselfi to the clowni .
c. The clowni introduced himselfi to Mary.
d. The clowni introduced Mary to himselfi .

(11)

a. John’s mother likes herself.
b. *John’s motheri likes heri .
c. *John’s mother likes himself.
d. Johni ’s mother likes himi

(12)

a. The motheri of John
b. *The motheri of John
c. *The mother of Johni
d. The mother of Johni

likes
likes
likes
likes

herselfi .
heri .
himselfi .
himi .

As we will see, there is a lot more to be said about this. . .
The examples up to (10) are consistent with the following two claims:
(13)

Principle A to be revised : Anaphors (reflexive pronouns) in English must
have a co-referring antecedent to their left within the same clause.

(14)

Principle B to be revised : Pronouns in English must not have a co-referring
antecedent to their left within the same clause.

However the final examples show that the principle governing the distribution
and interpretation of anaphors and pronouns is considerably more subtle as the
final two cases show.
As you probably know, words are not grouped simply into sequences of words
in natural languages, but into groups called syntagmas or phrases. In (12-c) for
example, the structure we end up looks like this:
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a.
Johni
b.

(16)

likes

himselfi

[ Johni [ likes himselfi ] ]

a.
i

likes

herselfi

the
mother

b.
(17)

of John
[ [ the [ mother [ of John ] ] ]i [ likes herselfi ] ]

a.
i

likes

herXk,∗i

the
mother

b.
(18)

of John
[ [ the [ mother [ of John ] ] ]i [ likes herXk,∗i ] ]

a.

likes

the

himselfi

mother

b.
(19)

of Johni
[ [ the [ mother [ of Johni ] ] ] [ likes himselfi ] ]

a.

likes

the

himi

mother

b.

of Johni
[ [ the [ mother [ of Johni ] ] ] [ likes himi ] ]

(20)

C-command A node α c-commands another node β iff2 you can get
from α to β by going one step up from α in the tree and then as
many steps down as you like. You must not go the same step down
that you went up.

(21)

Principle A Anaphors in English must have a co-referring antecedent

2 iff

means ’if and only if‘.
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which c-commands them and which is within the same clause.
(22)

Principle B Pronouns in English must not have a co-referring antecedent which c-commands them and which is within the same
clause.

Even a relatively superficial look at the distribution and interpretation of pronouns and reflexives leads to immediate complexities that traditional grammars
typically do not treat. A grammar that is explicit and allows to generate all
and only the sentences that are grammatical in the language that is being described is called descriptively adquate following Chomsky (1965): it describes
the language correctly.
But how do we approach these questions? And What do we do once we have
an explicit description of these facts? And why bother?
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Some terminological and substantive conventions regarding trees:
(23)

A
B

C
D

E

F
G

J
I

K

L

M

H
(24)

All of A–M are called nodes of the tree.

(25)

The lines connecting any two nodes are called branches.

(26)

By convention, the left to right order in the trees corresponds to the
temporal sequence of words spoken. In (23) we have B ≺ E ≺ H ≺
K ≺ L ≺ M , also we have B ≺ C and B ≺ D as well as F ≺ J.

(27)

If some node α is connected to another node β by a single line going
down, then α is the mother of β and β is the daughter of α.
Thus we have A is the mother of B and C, C is the mother of D, J is
the mother of K, L, and M, etc.
A doesn’t have a mother.

(28)

Two nodes that have the same mother are called sisters.
Thus B and C are sisters, E, F and J are sisters of each other, G and I
are sisters, and K, L, and M are sisters.

(29)

A node α immediately dominates another node β iff α is β’s mother.

(30)

A node α dominates another node β iff
a. α immediately dominates β or
b. there is a node γ, such that α dominates γ and γ dominates β.
Thus A dominates all other nodes. C dominates everything except for
A and B, F dominates G, H, and I, I dominates nothing, etc.

(31)

The undominated node is called the root.
A is the root.

(32)

Nodes that do not dominate anything are called terminal nodes.
B, E, H, K, L, and M are terminal nodes.

(33)

The subtree dominated by a particular node is called a constituent
rooted at that node.

(34)

By convention, every node has exactly one mother. Every tree has
exactly one root. No branches cross.
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